
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a mgr, technology. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for mgr, technology

Assists in budget development
Manages processes and receives assignments in the form of objectives and
framework on how to meet goals
Identifies and resolves hurdles for assigned area/group
Drive operational excellence to plan and deliver TLS initiative and programs
with consistent, predictable, and measurable outcomes
Partner with the CDSA CTOs Area Sponsor(s) of the TLS initiative and
programs to build a stakeholder team and to define delivery plans, dates and
locations and number participants each program will target
Create a plan for defining the size and scope of the TLS initiative and
programs
Provide program management support for Services Inclusive Design initiative
and execute against the overall readiness plan for content development,
curriculum design, readiness delivery, plan and support readiness events and
activities (e.g., Inclusive Design Activator training, Arch Summit Awareness,
Inclusive Design Fundamentals (Activator Bootcamp) as defined in the overall
readiness plan
Demonstrate thought leadership to guide the planning and execution of TLS
initiative and programs by using established project, program and process
management methodologies
Build and maintain healthy relationships with key stakeholders and partners, ,
Time Zone Chief Technology Officers, Role Excellence Team, Human
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Define and manage TLS reporting and metrics approaching, incorporating
stakeholder relationships and participant partnerships to capture and
aggregate program insights and anecdotal experiences to demonstrate and
support program metrics

Qualifications for mgr, technology

Frontline business experience (e.g.Operation, Technology) required
Experience in managing regulatory response and requirements required
Experience disaster recovery, business continuity planning, testing,
identifying improvements and auditing test results
Consulting and relationship building
Understanding of disaster recovery and technology resiliency
polices/practices
Extensive experience related to resiliency planning


